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PROGRESS REPORT OF TASK 3 – Repurpose Swimming Pool into a Detention 
Basin 

 
Objective:  
Repurpose existing swimming pool along Indian Creek as a catch basin to reduce 
sediment and debris transport during flood events.  
 
Outcome: 
Before it was destroyed by the Spring Creek Fire in 2018, the Sulfur Springs Resort had 
a creek-side swimming pool. Before and during the fire, the pool, located adjacent to the 
Dance Hall building, was used as a fire fighting cistern. The Dance Hall and three of the 
resort’s four cabins were completely burned in the Spring Creek fire. 
 
The resort buildings are gone, but the pool remained. During post-fire flooding events in 
2019, the pool filled with debris and sediment. It was already performing as a sediment 
basin, and the project sponsors determined that it should continue to be used as such.  
  
Since the pool is adjacent to Indian Creek, conditions at the time caused the stream to 
flow into and over the pool. It filled with sediment after several flood events. Because it 
was concrete lined and remained intact, ARWC, the on-the-ground consultant for this 
project, determined it would be an expedient task to develop it into an efficient sediment 
basin, which could easily be cleaned after sediment flows in the future. A cross-vane 
weir was installed to facilitate this during high stream flows. 
 
Using heavy equipment, cleaning of the pool was accomplished in mid-June, 2020, 
ahead of the local monsoon season. Grizzly screen was used to sort the material that 
was removed. The spoils that were suitable for road use were used on County Road 
421 to build a large water bar and raise the road bed. The spoils that were not suitable 
for this use were disposed of outside the 100-year floodplain. 
 
Floods on July 28 and August 3 of 2020 filled the pool full and left sand, gravel and 
boulders heaped above the brim. The repurposed swimming pool fulfilled its purpose.  
 
Photographs follow, and maps are attached.  



Photographs:        Swimming pool 
 

 

Sulfur Springs swimming pool 4/21/2020, before cleanout 

 

 



 

Sulfur Springs swimming pool 6/12/2020, during cleanout 

 



 

Sulfur Springs repurposed swimming pool 7/28/2020, after flood event 

 



 

Sulfur Springs repurposed swimming pool 8/4/2020, after second flood event 

 

Maps Attached. 


